NOTED SPEAKERS AT EDUCATIONAL MEET

Conference of School Superintendents Opens Today — Five Speakers

Professor Charles H. Judie, director of the School of Education in the University of Chicago, will deliver three addresses today at the State University of Iowa.

The topic, composed of two parts, is: "Beta Kappa, and Leonard R. Backer, will be the speaker of the day." He showed that the University of Michigan, in its estimation, that it has been, has had the establishment of a co-operative student supply store. A very successful store of this kind has been an important part of the Wisconsin University, its recently formed association. It shows that it is not only a matter of a co-operative store being favorably received by the students, but that the store has been the establishment of a co-operative store supply store, in which the students are forced to pay for books and supplies, especially the football supply store. A very successful store of this kind has been an important part of the Wisconsin University, its recently formed association. It shows that it is not only a matter of a co-operative store being favorably received by the students, but that the store has been the establishment of a co-operative store supply store, in which the students are forced to pay for books and supplies, especially the football supply store. A very successful store of this kind has been an important part of the Wisconsin University, its recently formed association. It shows that it is not only a matter of a co-operative store being favorably received by the students, but that the store has been the establishment of a co-operative store supply store, in which the students are forced to pay for books and supplies, especially the football supply store.
Official Notices

Newelts intended for this column must be signed by a responsible person and mailed in the office of the University Editor, E. & B. Building, Room 11, by 4:00 p.m. of the day preceding the day for publication.

Wesley Golf

The Wesley Golf will hold a short, very important business meeting tonight at 8 o'clock, Barrie's.

Resident Club

The Resident club will hold its regular meeting at 244 North Dubuque street at 8 o'clock. Barrick's.

Mary G. Chavez, President.

Sigm Delta Chi

There will be a meeting of Sigm Delta Chi at the Business office at 1:30, Thursday evening.

W. B. Holbrook, President.

Interclub

The regular meeting of the Interclub will be held in the Physics lecture room Friday evening at 7:30. Professor G. F. Kay will read a paper on the subject: "The Glacial Period: Its Record in Iowa." The paper will be illustrated with numerous slides. The public is cordially invited.

R. H. DOUGHERTY

Phi Sigma

All Phi Sigma will meet at 1:00 sharp Friday evening in Philh hall to attend an exam on the Intercollegiate Debate. Programs for debate tickets will be distributed at that time and also at the door of the Natural Science auditorium.

Company C.

Dec. 12—Company C meet in Room 111 for examination. All, except football men, who failed to take the examination, or who received a grade below 70 per cent, will report at 1:30.

T. R. Bier, Captain.

WOMEN'S LEAGUE

The council and ex-officio men of the Women's League will meet this afternoon at 3:30.

Helen Robertson, Chairman.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

In

SILVER, GOLD and CUT GLASS

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES

O'BRIEN

UNIVERSITY JEWELER

Get Your Date, Attend the Only Dance Before Vacation

FIVE PIECE ORCHESTRA—PRICE 75c—GALLERY 10c

STACHS

THE HOME OF GOOD COFFEE

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

"Comfy" Slippers mean beautiful comfort for an entire member of the family. High grade tall, and careful workmanship make "Comfy" footwear serviceable for wear all through the year. We have styles and colors to suit every one's tastes.

SAY MEN

This is a Real Bargain

Think of a Guaranteed Razor for only $1.00

And to Sweeten it up we give a $1.00 Razor Strop Free

The Big Hardware

SMITH & GILEK

OFFERS LARGE FOR NORTHERN IOWA

FOR RENT—Two rooms and

Johnson County Savings Bank Bldg. Phone 152

DELLER

B. J.

INTERNATIONAL IOWA DANCE

DANCE AT THE UNIVERSITY GYM

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3

CHRISTMAS ON THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

TICKETS—10c

ON SALE 30c RESTORATION

Tickets available at all University offices and at

The Ticket Office—11th and Washington

"Inn of Wingle"

Third, at Louis Jose Terrance Junior Adam

Victor is

THE

MARY

Adams

Partner

Yes

How do you like it John Fleurel? I tell you, this paper, showing the picture of the University featuring the social arrangements, is a real eye-opener. I wonder what the average university student thinks of it.
THE WORLD FAMOUS NEW YORK HIPPODROME

Thursday and Friday

The biggest, most spectacular and colossal performance ever attempted in Motion Pictures.

THE WORLD FAMOUS NEW YORK HIPPODROME

Thursday and Friday

"America"

In seven realistic reels.

Your only chance to see this greatest sensation: both on the legitimate stage and in moving Pictures in Town City.

At Brown's American

Thursday and Friday

2nd episode of the great
mystic social

"ZUDORA"

Saturday and Sunday

Have your

Cleaning

Pressing

Dyeing

Repairing
done by

the

Standard

Cleaning Works

We make a Specialty of this Business, and we guarantee prompt service.

WORK CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

Phone 1718

218 So. Clinton St.

IRISH'S UNIVERSITY BUSINESS COLLEGE

Moved To

205 1/2 WASHINGTON ST.

Commercial Savings Bank

THE DAILY IOWAN

REST OF YEAR

FOR TWO DOLLARS
Christmas Sale! Surprises In Women's Ready-to-Wear Apparel

Consisting of Evening Dresses and Wraps, wool and other Street Dresses, Waists, Skirts, Petticoats, Coats, Etc.

A Marvelous Array of

Christmas Values

In Ladies' Evening Dresses and Wraps

$27.50 Garments, Christmas Sale each at $22.50 and $25.00 Garments, Christmas Sale, each at $19.50. Garments, Christmas Sale, each at $15.00. Garments, Christmas Sale, each at $12.50. Garments, Christmas Sale, each at $9.50.

BEAUTIFUL WOOL AND OTHER STRETCH DRESSES

Are just in as special Christmas and New Year reductions similar to those on the Evening Dresses.

ONE SPECIAL LOT

Wool Dresses are offered in the Christmas Sale at only $4.95 EACH

MANY LADIES NEW COATS

Are similarly reduced. Those originally priced from $12.50 to $27.50 go in this Christmas Sale each at $19.50.

All Other Finest and Best New Fall Coats go at $10.00 PER CENT OFF

IN OUR GREAT STOCK OF

ABOUT 100 LAST SEASON'S COATS.

Originally priced from $10.00 to $50.00

Choice Now

$5.00 and $10.00

SILK BATH ROBES AND KIMONOS

Every annual value made this season from $2.45 to $10.00.

Kimonos from $1.25 to $15.00.

M. S. DOWNS

IOWA CITY AND NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

HALLS TO IOWA UNION

(Continued From Page 96)

Many meetings during the football season were profitably handled by this office, and in the participation of the students in the various entertainment efforts to which the hall committee was so much esteemed as to represent the entire student body.

Yet another proposition may rise for fall as a result of the present membership campaign. It is presently apparent that any move by the direction of a President, however successful, in the participation of the students in the various entertainments efforts to which the hall committee was so much esteemed as to represent the entire student body.

M. S. DOWNS

DRAWS HUNDREDS

(Continued From Page 97)

Blanche and Naquin, dean of the pharmacy, will lecture on the theme "The Drug of the Future." The theme is a part of the program which is expected to be of great interest and to be of practical value to students.

Tuesday afternoon the visiting guests were entertained at the Triangles' bistro party by the ladies of the faculty and students of the medical school on the occasion of the Triangles' bistro party. The party was held in the Triangles' club room.

The program consisted of entertainments, music, and the reading of a paper by a student from the class of 1894. The Triangles' party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 4:00 p.m. Dr. Howard made a medical speech. As was the case at all the residence the atmosphere was crowded. Dr. Howard described the medical student's work and the spirit of his profession, showing cases and explaining his treatment. These cases included a large number of the chronic and obscure cases and are of great interest and are of practical value. The work of treatment and the method of the various lectures and such was well attended.

At 5:30 Dr. Howard delivered a medical speech. As was the case at the residence the students were crowded. Dr. Howard described the medical student's work and the spirit of his profession. The work of treatment and the method of the various lectures and such was well attended.

At 6:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 7:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 8:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 9:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 10:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 11:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 12:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 1:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 2:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 3:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 4:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 5:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 6:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 7:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 8:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 9:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 10:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 11:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 12:00 noon the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 1:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 2:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 3:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 4:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 5:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 6:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 7:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 8:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 9:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 10:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 11:00 p.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 12:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 1:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 2:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 3:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 4:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 5:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 6:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 7:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 8:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 9:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 10:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.

At 11:00 a.m. the Triangles' bistro party was held in the Triangles' club room. The party was attended by the students and a large number of friends.